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The next meeting of the Melbourne Dranch will be held at the offices of
the Australian Insurance Employees' Union, 105 Queen Street, Melbourne, on.
TUESDAY, 17TH NOVEMDER, at 7.45 p.m.

The speaker will be DR. SAM MERRIFIELD.
"Reminiscences of a Labour Man".

His topic will be

Dr. Merrifield is a life member of our

Society £ind was a mainstay for many years.

He has had a life-time's

experience in the Labour Movement and was for many years a member of the
Victorian Parliament and a Minister in the last State Laboxir Government
headed by John Cain.

It is to be hoped all members make an effort to attend this meeting.
Death of P.J. (Pat) Kennelly

Mr. Pat Kennelly died as the result of a heart attack on the 16 October,

aged 81 years. His political life of over 50 years was spent in key
positions of the Lcibour Party apparatus in Victoria.

In the late thirties

and forties, pjurty nominations were personally approved by him.
Pat was born in Northcote in 1900 eind was brought up in an Irish

Catholic working class family tradition.

When he was a teen-ager he was the

bellringer to rally the audiences at street meetings for the ' the' Member
for Northcote, John Cain.

He became a clerk in the A.L.P. office^ then assistant to D.L. McNamara,
General Secretary of the A.L.P.

As both the executive officers of the

A.L.P., Danny McNamara and Pat Kennelly
were protracted affairs.

stammered, reports to conferences
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Kennelly worked his way up to becoming State and Federal Secretary of
the Party in 1946.

He also was the State member for Melbourne West in the

Legislative Council between 1938 and 1952 and was Minister for Public Works

and Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings between 1945 and 1947.
He was elected to the Senate in 1953 where he served for 18 years.
Mr. Kennelly worked with six Labour leaders, Scullin, Cvirtin, Chifley,
Evatt, Calwell and Whitlam.
In the thirties in the bitter battles between the Victorian Executive

and Mavirice Blackburn, Pat Kennelly was the operative arm of the Central
Executive.

Despite preselection battles with the character of general

elections in which no votes were overlooked and no holds barred, Maurice
Blackbxim survived.

Pat's temarkable volte-face was in the fifties when he was a key figure
in the Labour Party split.

The mainstay of the deeply entrenched consserva-

tive Groupers bec2une a key supporter of the Federal A.L.P.

By opposing the

Right-wing Catholic faction, he came undet intense pressure from his own
Chuxh.

At public meetings, he was the target for a sustained campaign of

vilification.

Groups of his previous supporters followed him frOTi meeting

to meeting accusing him of every sin in the political calendar.
In the thirties, when Pat was organising secretary of the A.L.P., at
the same time he was chairman of selectors of the Richmond Football Club.

Maurice Fleming, secretary of the Manufacturing Grocers' Union was also an
official of the Richmond Football Club, so a very curious mix of politics,
football and union business ensued.

On going into the offices of the Manufacturing Grocers' Union, Pat,

Maurie and P.J. Riley may be found working out the strengths of the next
A.L.P. Conference, re-arranging Richmond's line-up for next Saturday, or

working out how to solve the problems of the women members of the union at
Brycint and May's match factory, or at the Rosella sauce factory; or even
how to cope with Maurice Blackburn.
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When on his country organising tours Pat recruited Richmond foot
ballers as well as A.L.P. members. They were equally important.

Frank Hardy haS: provided a thinly disguised portrait of kennelly in
the character Paddy Kelleher in his book "Power Without Glory".

Few men have figured so prominently in the Labour Movement's history.
He has been called "the most able, ruthless, and likeable fixer to come out
of Victorian Labour politics".

t^hcn he retired, Pat said, "I played it hard, 1 gave a lot and I took
a lot, but I think I gave more than I took".
His own words are his testimonial.
BOOK NOTES

Sixty Years of Struggle - Vols 1 and 2 - $3.00 a copy.

These two booklets contain seme of the memoirs and experiences of

participants of the Communist and Labour Movement Conference held in
August, 1980 in Melbourne.

For anyone interested in the response of activists to the political
and economic climate of the thirties and forties, these two booklets are

essential reading. The two portions of the recorded memoirs of the late
Fred Paterson, the only Communist member of an Australian parliament depict
an extraordinary man.

Paterson was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship in 1918. While studying

bheoiogy at Oxford, he was influenced towards socialist ideals by his room
mate, Inky Stevenson. For the rest of his life, he worked to help working
people. As a student, soldier, teacher, pig farmer, barrister, political
activist and communist parliament representative, he was always in
Queensland where the action was.

The two booklets also tell of the trade union movement. There afe
several accounts of non-professional film-making; a vivid description of
the unemployed and their efforts to alleviate their plight, and two women.

>
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Jean Devanney and Betty Reilly, give accounts of their sometimes difficult
or harrowing or humorous experiences.

We need more piiblications of this kind.

■' ■'

A Short History of the A.L.P.

Brian McKinlay, 189 pages - $8.95.

This is a brief introductory study of the A.L.P.

The book deals with the origins of the A.L.P. in the 1890's and the

general strikes of the period. It gives a survey of its development to
its apogee during World War II with Curtin and Chifley, and its subsequent
history.

It is very suitcible for students and neophytes who want a concise

survey of the major Australian political party from its Origins to the present
day.

'iCui-

COMMONWEALTH LABOUR. HISTORY CONFERENCE, COVENTRY.

...r

The fitst Commonwealth Labour History Conference was held at Coventry,

Great Britain, between Wednesday, 2nd September, and Friday, 4th September,
1981, using both Warwick University and the Lanchest#r Polytechnic as venues.

When the possibility of an international conference of labour historians
was first discussed three years ago

the idea aroused a great deal of enthu

siasm and an; equal amount of speculation as to the likelihood of such a
conference eventuating.

That the Coventry Conference not only became a

reality but also proved such a success is due in large part to the hard work
of a few determined organizers. In Australia, the enthusiasm and efforts of
Dr. Eric Fry and Susan Allen, both from the Australian National University,
ensured not only the success of the conference, but also the substantial
Australian contribution.

■ O.

,

. j;

The conference was divided into five major sessions.

The opening and

closing sessions wer held at Warwick University, while the thematic, sessions
were located at Lanchester Polytechnic, opposite Coventry Cathedral.

Wednesday afternoon's session was essentially introductory, one in which
1:

dlili
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historians from Great Britain, Canada and Australia briafly outlined the

objectivesf or preoccupations of Labour historians in their respective
countries. Eric Fry spoke on '"Labour History in Australia", providing a
wide-ranging summary of the broadening horizons of labour history in
Australia since Murphy and Spence, while Susan Margarey, also from the A.II.U.,
concentrated upon "Social History in Australia", taking as her point of
departure the recent addition to Labour History of the sub-title A Journal
of Labour and Social History, while speaking of the growing integration of

labour history and feminist history, into the wider concerns of an Australian
social history.

During Thursday, two major themes were covered: "The Experience of

Specific Work Groups common to the Labour Force in Participating Countries
and "Social Democracy." The fascination of coal mining and coal miners for
historians of the working-class led to an entire session being devoted to
their history and work experience. Three of the papers, those of Andrew
Reeves, speaking on "British Migration and the /Australian Coal Industry,
1919-1949", Len Richardson "The Origins of Coal Mining Unionism in New
Zealand" and David Franks on "Canadian Coalminers in the 1920's", identified

comparable trends in the development of national coal industries dependent
upon Great Britain for much mining technology and the style of union

politics, but in which the application of available technology varied accord
ing to domestic conditions. These three complementary papers led to two
hours of stimulating discussion.

In the concurrent session on Social Democracy, Peter Love presented a

paper entitled 'Money Povjer^ On Australian Labour's Populist Inclinations ,
which provoked a good deal of reasponse and discussion from Canadian partici
pants, while John Richard's paper "Closing Down the Social Laboratory: The
Great War and British and Australian Attitudes to Wage Regulation" took up

the debate regarding the success or otherwise of compulsory conciliation and
eirbitration, examining responses to the problem during and cfter VJorld VJar One.
On Friday, the conference was divided into three sections: 'Workers

Control of the Labour Process",'Labour, Racism and White Settlement'' and

p^ge
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"i?lie Rise and Development of Trade Unionism". Kevin Hince, from the

Gippsland C.A.E., in a paper entitled "Trade Unionism in the Fiji Islands"
^ d&lt Vith the instincts of imperialism to suppress a:|:tempts at union

■organization in the South Pacific, while the emphasis given by Australian
labour historians to the development of trade unionism and its influence

upon the politics of the labour movement was reflected in the predominance
of Australian papers in the session on the rise of trade unionism,

Jim Hagan, Professor of History at the University of Wollongong and
• ahthor of the recently published history of the A.C.T.U., discussed the
evolution of that organization, while Ray Markey, alsom from FTollongong,
dealt with an earlier period of Australian union history in his paper "Nevj
Unionism in Great Britain and Australia: A Comparison". He argued strongly
for the need to revise traditional assumptions about the influence of Nev;
Unionism in Australia, in particular,, the identification of Nev; Unionism vjith

socialism in contrast to,craft unionisms preference for class co-operation
and a state-regulated system of industrial relations. In the third

Australian contribution to this aession, Tom Sheridan frcsm Adelaide University
spoke on the.tensions that seem to be inherent in relations between Australian
trade unions and the A.L.P. when in Government. His paper "Trade Unions
and the Chifley Labour GoVeirnment" 'covered the tiomultuous years between 1945
and 1949 and critically analysed the industrial strategy of a resurgent post

war union movement and the policies of a'labour government concerned to delay
social refprm in order to facilitate its programme of economic recovery.

Erik Olseen's paper "The Nev? Zealand "Red" Federation of Labour' , which

concentrated upon the radicalization of sections of the New Zealand workingclass before World War One and their support for the militant 'Red Fed",

vras another contribution with relevance to Australia. Olssen gave (^ue
recognition to the expatriate Australian coalminers. Bob Semple and Paddy
Webb, v7ho occupied such a prominent role in the "Red Fed" and later ^to7
Zealand politics.

.

In addition to Australian and New Zealand historians., other- historians
at the conference came from England, ScotlemdyUYanad^/ Germany, and the
"iir .
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The contribution of the Canadian historians on a wide

range of issues vjas particularly impressive, notably the previously

mentioned paper by David Franks, Joy Parr's "Family Work - The Canadian
Experience", and Brian Palmer's polemical "Recent Controversies in
Canadian Working-class History", in which Palmer discussed a length the

theoretical and political divisions that have emerged in Canadian histori
ography between labour historians who commenced research and publication
during the 1940's and 1950's, and younger historians more influenced by
■

.i

'

Mcirxism.

A final, plenary session on Friday afternoon heard general discussion
on the progress of the conference as well as on future plans.

After well-

deserved thanks to the British Society for the Study of Labour History, to
Warwick University, and to Lanchester Polytechnic, in particular Dr. Henry

Katz, for their contributions to the Coventry conference, it was unanimously
agreed that the conference's achievements wcirranted a future conference, but
one in which papers dealing with the similarities or dissimilarities of

national development in areas of British settlement and other comparative
themes vrould be more explicitly sought.

The decision to hold another

conference was taken only in principle;

specific arrangements for a future

conference, perhaps in three years' time, have again been delegated to

participating national labour history societies.

There was a good deal of

enthusiasm among Australians as to the possibility of A.ustralia being the
venue for a future conference, but currently it appears as though the
conference location might have to remain in the northern hemisphere at the
moment, in Canada, or perhaps again in Britain.

It was also agreed that the

British society investigate the possibility of publishing a selection of
papers from the conference for a wider audience.

Failing this, it is the

intention of Australian participants to arrange local publication of the
A.ustralian, and hopefully. Mew Zealand papers.

Although the Coventry conference finished on September 4th, a number of
Australian historians accepted the invitation of the socialist History
Workshop joijrnal to participate in a one-day conference held at London

Page 8.
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tTniversity on the following day, a conference with two themes;

Qnigration in the age of imperialism", and "the state of the labovir
movement" in each country represented.

Ray Markey, Susan Magarey,

Andrew Reeves and John Rickard all attended" and cdntrihuted to the Vcurious

discussions, as did Erik Olssen from New Eeaiand.

In conclusion, it is necessary to once' again thank Eric Fry, not only
for the stimulating paper he gave during the conference's opening session
ijut also for his efforts over the past three years which were instrumental
in ensuring the success of the conference, and to ackncvrledge the timely
assistance of the H.V. Evatt Foundation, which contributed $1000 at a time

whan it was urgently needed to ensure that the conference could go ahead.
'■

ANDREW REEVES.^

■ j.-. ..

IRISH POLITICS

■

IN AUSTRALIA (by John Arrowsmith)

There is nothing new about media coverage in Australia of current '
events in Ireland^ and in days gone by the political ramifications of the
events - and the press coverage - were considerable indeed.

Back in 1849,

just 132 years ago, the shock waves of Irish politics reached our shores in

the form of seven leaders of the Young Ireland Party who were transported as
political prisoners-to Tasmania.
William O'Brien, Thomas Meagher, Terrence McManus and Patrick O'Donohoe
were sentenced to death but influential friends were able to have their

sentence commuted to transportation for life.

John Mitchell got 14 years

transportation and Kevin O'Doherty cind John Martin 10 years.

They were

cirrested following the events of 1848 in Ireland, and charged with fomenting

revolution.

V7ithin seven years they were unconditionc-lly pardoned after

colourful years as prisoners.

in Tasmania they lived a vastly different life

from other convicts.

They were educated and resourceful young men.

O'Brien in oarticular

came from one of the most influential families in Ireland.

At first he

refused a Ticket of Leave - a condition of which was a pledge not to plan
escape - and served the early oart of his time on Maria Island.
attempt an escape but was arrested at the last minute.

lie did
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He finally surrendered his pride and accepted a Ticket on receiving a
requestJ:o do so in an address prepared by O'Donohoe and signed by 900 people.
He found work as a private tutor.

O'Donohoe achieved considerable success with a newspaper, "The Irish
Exile"

which he launched in Kobart.

O'Doherty was employed at St. Mary's Hospital in Hobart, having been a
medical student. Mitchell and Meagher married while prisoners. Both were
journalists. They became great favourites with the wealthier settlers who
sought their advice in their
efforts to secure a degree of independence
from the Colony of N.S.t.T. Their relative freedom as Ticket of Leave men
enabled them to make contact with sympathisers of their cause and plans for
escape were hatched.

McManus was the first to make a break. He disap{Deared from Hobart on

February 21, 1851, appeared at Meagher's wedding, then secretly moved on to
Launceston. Police were tricked into believirig that he was ill, and they
kept watch.over his Launceston home. He had in fact ridden by horse to the
coast, boarded a ship, and made good his escape to the United States. He died
there aged only 36 in 1860, and was buried in Dublin.

With the aid of friends, Meagher made his way to a bleak deserted island

in Bass Strait. Alone there for seven days, he was nicked up as arranged and
arrived in New York in May 1852. He was welcomed as a champion of freedom,
and in the Civil War rose to the rank of Brigadier-General. He later became
Acting Governor of Montana. He was drowned at Missouri in 1867 at the ace of
43.

O'Donohoe and Mitchell also made their way to the U.S. O'Donohoe moved
round Tasmania, avoiding police for six wepks before he was able to board a

ship for Melbourne. He went on to Sydney, then to Tahiti, and finally
reached San Francisco in 1853. He, too, died a young man one year later.

P.J. Smyth, a friend of the exiles and a fellow participant in the Young
Ireland movement had made his escape from Ireland to the U.S. when the
movement of 1848 was crushed. Smyth consulted with Meagher when he reached
New York, and resolved to assist in the escape of the other exiles.

Page 10.
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He arrived in Melbourne in 1852 and went on to Tasmania. After several

tense moments, Mitchell (his wife and six children) and. Smyth boarded a ship
bound for Melbourne. As they sailed across Dass Strait Mitchell wrote;
"This evening we are fast shutting down the coast of van Diemen's Land below
the red horison, and about to stretch across the stormy Dass Strait. The

last of my Island prison visable to me is a broken line of blue peaks over
the Bay of Fires. Adieu, then. Beauteous Island - Island of fragrant forests,
and bright rivers, and fair women! Behind those far blue peaks, in many a
green valley known to ma, dwell some of the best and v;arnest-hearted of all
God s creatures; and the cheerful talk of their genial firesides will blend

forever in my memory with the eloquent song of the dashing Derwent and deepeddying Shannon.'

The entire party reached America where Mitchell found work as a journalist.
Later he returned to Ireland and was elected a member of Parliament. He died
in 1875.

Less than a year after assisting in Mitchell's escape, Smyth returned to

Melbourne and wrote to Smith about his plans to facilitate the escape of the
remaining exiles. Before these could be put into effect, the June 185^
"Government Gazette" announced a conditional pardon, a condition being that
they did not return to Ireland. O'Brien, Martin and O'Doherty gathered in
Launceston where they were presented with an address. In Melbourne, the
Irish carmunity honored them at a great banquet and presented Smith with a
gold vase.

He was reunited with his wife and family in Brussels, and in 1856 after
an unconditional pardon was granted - set foot on Irish soil once more. He
died on June 18, 1864.

Martin returned to his homeland and was active in public life up to his
death in 1875.

VJhen O'Doherty reached Parish he communicated with his fiancee and they
were married in London. Vlhen unconditionally pardoned, he returned to Dublin

and practised medicine. Some time later, with his wife he returned to
Australia and took up practice in Brisbane where he was elected to the
Queensland Parliament. He died in July, 1905, aged 81.
(TO

BE

CONTINUED)
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ADDRESS GIVEN BY JACK MORRISON on the occasion of his retirement from
THE INTERNATIONAL BOOKSHOP

PTY. LTD

During the year 1933; the Victorian District Committee of The Communist

Party of Australia occuoied premises at 182 Exhibition Street, Melbourne,
that had formerly been the Headquarters of the Socialist Party of Australia

in Victoria. The building was of two stcriv^s with a small shop on the
ground floor and a dwelling above. Many such buildings vrere a feature of
Melbourne City until quite recent times. The upstair rooms were used as

Party Headquarters, while the small shop beneath was to beccoe for many years

the site of the International Bookshop, (registered as a Proprietary Company).
However, this v/as not Melbourne's first revolutionary Socialist Bookshop.
The Socialist.Party conducted a bookshop at this address which was familiarly
known as Don Cameron's bookshop, Don in those days being actively associated
with the socidist movement.

The older folk assembled here this evening will most certainly remember
,s .Bookshop in Bourke Street where a good range of socialist

literature was always in stock, that is of what was available in ore 1914

World War days, and into the early twenties, will Andrade did not confine his

activities to bookselling alone. His was the first name to appear on some of
Lenin s vrorks, as the publisher, and in addition he had also published an
edition of the "Manifesto of the Communist Party",,Marx's "Wage Labour and
Capital", "Value, Price and Profit" and much other refolutionary literature as
well as political pamphlets of a local political character.

I think, too, that Andrade?s- Bookshop also-published Frank Anstav's

notable bock, "Red Europe" that, in importance as-dne man's story of the very
first years of the Russian Revolution, stands?second only to John Reed's,
"Ten Days That Shook the World".

And vrhile on the subject of radical bookshops in Melbourne, one must recall

Mr. Roy Rawson's Bookshop situated almost opposite the International Bookshop.
Roy Rawson was a bookman in e'vary sense' of the word, and besides his catering
for progressive-thinking academics and like-thinking intellectuals, he

associated himself fully in the fight against political censorship and banning

^2.
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of both locally publisher! ro''icr-l literature- and importation of revolutionarv
literature into Australia in the early 1930's, linking this work with work in
the Council for Civil Liberties of which the highly esteemed Brian Pitzr-atrick.
was Secretary until his untiir.ely death.

Vvhen the Left bock Clu?j v/as launched in 1936 in London by one of Enrrland's

biggest pui>lishers, the late Victor Gollancz, Roy Pavrson Scaw the imrvortance of
such a venture and the potential political force of the '-lass of books the
L.B.C. was issuing. He actively organised L.D.C. croups throughout the metro

politan area of Melbourne and widely in countra^ areas at whose gatherincs Club
members met to discuss ='the book of the month" thus reaching in ths course of
some yocars thousands of psonle.

International .Oookshop also handled L.I?,C, books and participated in group
activities. Altogether at loast 600 copies of each L.r.C. title was sold each
month in Victoria at the retail price of d/- per copy against the normal price
of 10/- or 12/6d. for books of cctnparable sizfe.

I have dwelt on this aspect of radical bookselling in Melkx^urne at some

length to show that we were by no means the first in this field,, and to show
that we had a tradition to uphold, and which we indeed have done in that the
International Bookshop has behind it 37 years of continuous trading whose main
purpose is the dissemination of Marxist-Leninist literature.

Let us go hack a little in time to when the decision was made to establish
3 bookshop of this kinc'. The late George Ireland was given the task, and it
v/as a veritable "start from scratch". There was nothing more than a few old

pamphlets and socialist papers, and seme rationalist literature in the shop
that George took over this job.

The country was in the throes of the great

Depression of the 30's into which the whole capitalist world had fallen, and
Australia had an unoaployed army of half-a-million. The Party was as poor as
the proverbial parsonage;

so a "whip around" among workers fortunate to still

have a job and among radicals among businessman and other leftwincers. How

ever, the main source of immediate finance came from a gift of his very fine
private librciry to the Bookshop to be sold to raise tradinn capital.
(TO

BE

CONTINUED)
Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Robert Street,
ESSENDOn. VIC. 3040.

